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Abstract
This paper aims at enabling computers to recognize faces without human intervention. This is

accomplished by capturing five images for the face under test, the information of five images are
concentrated in one integral image by using KL transforms. The wavelet transform was used to
diminution the integrated image, DCT was applied on the first band of the wavelet transformed
image to extract the recognition features. The recognition features assumed to be driven from the
first six DCT coefficients. The recognition was established by searching a match between the
features extracted from the test image and library of the face image models. The performance of the
designed recognition system gave a promising verification percentage of about 83% in which the
contribution weights of the adopted features were unequally.
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1. Introduction
Recognition is the most interest topic in

the visual surveillance applications of
computer vision. Face recognition is generally
stands for the problem of recognizing an
individual among set of different others.
Many successful systems have been
developed to verify the identity in
unconstrained environments which have
become increasingly robust, and are able to
track individuals for minutes through huge
data. These systems typically can provide
images of users at low resolution, possibly
from single or multiple viewpoints [1].

In face recognition problems, the
observation image must be compared to a list
of known models. Typically the models are
tested and obtained from sets of multiple
viewpoint images, these images can be
thought of as a set matching problem. The
strategy of integrating information from
multiple observations may either early or late
integration approaches. Early integration
approach consists of selecting the best
observation from each set using a quality
metric measure classification. The late
integration based on the common statistical
approach that takes the product of the
likelihoods of each observation [2].

Many publications focus on literature that
deals specifically with recognition from
image sets with invariance to pose and

illumination. Illumination invariance is perhaps
the most significant challenge, since image
differences due to the change of illumination
may be larger than differences between
individuals [3]. Several approaches have been
proposed for face recognition based on 2D or
3D images. In general, face recognition
technologies include two step approaches [4,
5]; off-line and on-line. An off-line enrollment
procedure is established to build a unique
template for each registered user. The
procedure is based on the acquisition of a
predefined set of face images (or video
sequence) selected from the input image
stream, and the template is built upon a set of
features extracted from the image ensemble.
An on-line recognition procedure where a set
of images is acquired and processed to extract a
given set of features. From these features a face
description is built to be matched against the
test image [6]. The proposed detection and
recognition algorithms used the dynamics of
the consecutive images of a face or local
features of the face, and integrate information
into the recognition framework [7, 8], which is
the way of recognition in the present work.

In the real word performance of face
recognition, the error rate has been reported to
be as high as 10% to recognize very controlled
images such as those used for passport
photographs, while in less control
environments the performance degraded even
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further [9, 10]. We believe that the main
reason for this apparent discrepancy between
the results reported in the literatures and those
observed in the real word is the assumption
that most face recognition methods are hard to
satisfy in practice. Therefore, we go to
decrease the error percentage as small as
possible by employing accurate computations
with account of the time slot needed to
implement the recognition task.

2. Automatic Face Recognition
Automatic face recognition (AFR)

occupies the most active research areas
because of the vast improvement in the digital
electronic fields and urgent need in practical
applications. In the last two decades a number
of different AFR algorithms have been
developed, one of the best studied methods
for low dimension representation of faces is
the eigenfaces principal component analysis
(PCA) approach [11]. This representation was
used in [12] for face recognition. The idea
behind the eigenfaces representation is to
choose a dimensionality reduction linear
transformation that maximizes the scatter of
all projected samples. In [13], the PCA
approach was extended to a nonlinear
alternative using kernel functions.

Another subspace method that aims at
representing the face without using class
information is nonnegative matrix
factorization (NMF) [14]. This algorithm like
PCA, represents a face as a linear
combination of bases. The bases of PCA are
eigenfaces, some of which resemble distorted
versions of the enter face, whereas the bases
of NMF are localized features that correspond
better to the intuitive notations of face parts
[14]. An extension of NMF that gives even
more localized bases by imposing additional
locality constraints is the so called local
nonnegative matrix linear discriminant
analysis. It is one of the more well-studied
methods that aim to find low dimensional
representation using the information of how
faces are separated to classes. Fisherfaces was
then proposed to use linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) in a reduced PCA space for
facial image retrieval and recognition [15,
16]. Fisherface is two steps dimensionality
reduction method. First, the feature

dimensionality is reduced using the eigenfaces
approach to make the recognition between class
scatter matrix nonsingular. After that, the
dimension of the new features is reduced
further using Fisher's linear discriminant (FLD)
optimization criterion to produce the final
linear transformation.

Recently, direct LDA algorithms for
discriminant feature extraction were proposed
[17, 18, 19] in order to prevent the loss of
discriminatory information that occur when a
PCA step is applied prior to LDA [19]. Such
algorithms are usually applied using direct
diagonalization methods for finding the linear
projections that optimize the discriminant
criterion [17, 18, 19]. For solving nonlinear
problems, the classic LDA has been
generalized to its kernel version namely general
discriminant analysis (GDA) [20] or kernel
Fisher discriminant analysis (KFDA) [21].

In the present research, many approaches to
recognition modeling and matching are
possible within current framework. The
developed method based on concentrating the
energy contained in the image through dual
processes of integrating the information and
down sampling the target image to produce the
best image, this depends on the variability in
the observed data. The resulting image is
considered to be compared with the available
models. The matching criterion is driven from
analyzing the DCT coefficients for the down
sampled image, and thus outliers and natural
variation can be handled properly.

3. Materials and Method
The materials were used in the present

work are 30 sets of images, each set achieved
either by extracting a sequence of frames from
video file for view in an indoor office
environment, or by taking a collection of still
images at same pose and viewpoint. Each set
consist of five independent images (256*256
resolution), in which the background is smooth
and bright. Thus, there are 30 models for
different sets of images stored in library are
used to verify an input set of unknown image.

The adopted recognition method shown in
Fig. (1) consists of two phases; training and
recognition. The training phase responsible on
collecting sample faces to be stored as
comparable models in the library. Whereas, the
recognition phase responsible on verifying the
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test face in comparison with the trained
models. Both phases are composed of three

stages; more details about each stages
are explained in the following sections:

a- Integration and down sampling
This stage aims at preparing the acquired

image, it contains a preprocessing steps
includes integrating and then down sampling
the image. The contrast of acquired image is a
measure expresses the amount of chromaticity
exist in the image. Since the down sampling
may lead to decrease the contrast and then
lose some information, it is better to make the
loss as small as possible. For this reason
Korhunen-Loeve (KL) transforms [22] is used
to integrate the image, the newly created
image will have characteristics of dense
information and best contrast. The five
images input to KL transforms yields five
outputs of principle components (PCs) images
as Fig. (2) shows. Many literatures refers to
that the first PC image contains about 75% of
the information carried by the input five

images [22], this makes the first PC is suitable
for purpose of recognition, while other
remaining transformed images are ignored. The
chosen PC image is input to Haar wavelet
transform [23] to be down sampled. Down
sampling [24] is useful in diminution the size
of the image, it is utilized to speed up the
computations and enabling to match with huge
data. The down sampling was implemented
twice, i.e. the image becomes 64*64 resolution,
such size embed tiny details and keeps the head
cues of the face. The first transformed band is
the average image that ready to apply the face
detection on.

Recognition phase
Image of face to be recognized

Training phase
Image of training face

Image Integration Image Integration

Image Down sampling

Face Detection

Image Down sampling

Face Detection

Features Extraction Features Extraction

Library Matching

Face Recognition

Fig. (1): Sequential steps of the proposed face recognition.
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b- Face detection
Face detection is a process of determining

the area that encloses the face in order to
discriminate it from surroundings. The
proposed face detection method depends upon
the physical constituents of the face. It first
determines the position of the vertical
symmetry axis between the two right and left
halves of the face, and then determine the
coordinates of the frame (box) that enclose
the face.

The determination of symmetry axis
carried out by scanning the image vertically;
the image is divided vertically into two parts,

the width of the first part (w1) may varies
from one (w1=1 pixel) up to width of the image
(w), while the width of the second part
(w2) takes the remaining of the image width
(i.e. w2=w-w1) as shown in Fig. (3-b). At each
time of partitioning variation, a similarity
matching is computed between the two image
parts. The matching is just a difference between
the interfered areas of the two parts after
producing a mirror inversion on one of them.
The position of the vertical symmetry axis on
the width domain (xs) is equal to the width of
the first part (w1) in which best matching is
yield.

Whereas the determination of the face
coordinates is done by creating a box centered
at the mid height of symmetry axis as shown
in Fig. (3-c). The area behind the two parts of
the box on both sides of the symmetry axis
are, also, matched with each other, this
matching is repeated; once by resizing the box

(e.g. from 8 up to w), and another by shifting
the box slightly down and up ward. The
coordinates of the box (x1,y1 and x2,y2) that give
best matching are saved as a coordinates of
area contains just the face appearing in the
image. The following pseudo code explains the
detailed setting of the face detection process.

KL
transform

Wavelet
transform

Fig.(2) : The preprocessing stage applied on the input five images.

(a) Input set of 5 images (b) 5 resulted PC images (c) Wavelet applied on first PC.

Face detection

Fig. (3): The two steps of the face detection.

a. Test face. b. Symmetry axis. c. Face area.

w1 w2

w
xs

x1,y1

x2,y2
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Begin
' To find the symmetry axis
Set w64 ' width of the image
Set h64 ' height of the image
Set As4/3 ' set the frame aspect ratio 4/3(height/width)
Let B8 ' size of the image block
Min1w*h*127: Min2Min1
Do for w11 to w-1

w2w-w1
w3min(w1,w2)
Do for x1 to w3

Do for y0 to h-1
Ds(w1)  Ds(w1)+|Img(w1-x,y)- Img(w1+x,y)|/(w3*h)

Loop '(y)
Loop '(x)
If Ds(w1) Min1 then Min1Ds(w1): xsw1

Loop '(w1)
' To find the box encloses the face
Set ysh/2: ks Int(min(xs,w-xs)/B)
Do for k1 to ks

Fx(k)k*B: Fy(k)As*k*B
Do for x1 to Fx(k)

Do for yys-Fy(k) to ys+Fy(k)
Db(k) Db(k)+|img(xs-x,y)-Img(xs+x,y)|/2*k*k

Loop '(y)
Loop '(x)

If Db(k)Min2 then Min2Db(k): Lk
Loop '(k)
x1xs-Fx(L): y1ys-Fy(L): x2xs+Fx(L): y2ys+Fy(L)
End

c- Feature extraction and matching
This stage concerned with extracting and

matching the face features. The employed
features are concluded from the results of the
DCT that applied on the determined face area,
the results can analyzed: (1) Quantitatively,
by studying the variation amount of the first
coefficient (which is called detailed
coefficient; DC) in the transformed image at
same and different faces, and (2)
Qualitatively, when the behavior of remaining
coefficients (which is called approximated
coefficients; ACs) are matched for the
considered faces. Because of the cosine
function is even, the behavior of transformed
image (i.e. DCT coefficients) goes with the
domain in damping oscillation form as
Fig. (4) shows. Because of the first
transformed values carry the most of the
image information than others; they can
utilize to be recognition features (parameters).

The analysis shows that the DC value describes
most of the information contained in the image,
few information are distributing along other AC
values.

Therefore, it can be assigned 70% from the
weight of the recognition decision to the
difference between the DC values of the target
image and the models in the library, while 30%
is assigned to the mean squired difference
(MSD) between the AC curves of the target

Fig.(4): Behavior of first few values in the
transformed image (zigzag arranged).
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image and that of the models in the library.
Therefore, the similarity measure between the
test face and its correspondent model in the
lookup table will be indicated the recognition
percentage as follows:
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Where, Ski is the similarity measure between

the kth test face and ith model, DCkj and ACkj are
recognition parameters of the test face, while
DCij and ACij are the recognition parameters of
the ith face model in the library, see Fig.(5). As
a result, the recognition is decided according to
quantitative and qualitative comparison that
accumulated to make the identification seems
to be more accurate. Later, the analysis of Ski
leads to decide whether the face is belonging to
any model in the library.

4. Experiment Results and Analysis
The library was established to be contains

30 training models. The KL is used to
transforms each set (five low resolution
images) at same pose and acceptable
illumination to be one model. Fig. (6) displays
two sample sets, these sets belong to faces
contributed in the models of library. In order
to yield an integrated image, each set inputs
the KL transform. It is noticed the first
resulted PC shown in Fig. (7) is integrated
well since it appears more contrast and can
resolved clearly in comparison with the input
ones present in Fig. (6). Different amounts of

illumination in the same set of images were
found not very interest because the resulted
image was compensated well by means KL
transform. Also, it seen the down sampled
image shown in Fig. 8 was losing tiny details
and saving distinct geometrical ones, the
geometrical features are position and size of the
major face cues. Whereas Fig. (9) demonstrates
face detection results, just the face is looked
framed and ready for matching and recognition.
Fig. (10) shows the behavior of first six DCT
coefficients that zigzag arranged for the given
two test faces.

Fig.(6): Two sample sets of low resolution images.

a. Set (A)

b. Set (B)

i
1
2

i

30

ac11,ac12,ac13,ac14,ac15dc10

dc20

dci0

dc300

DCij ACij

ac21,ac22,ac23,ac24,ac25

aci1,aci2,aci3,aci4,aci5

ac301,ac302, …

dc70k=7 ac71,ac72,ac73,ac74,ac75

S71

S72

S7i

S730

7th test face features

Lookup table

Fig.(5): Similarity measure computation between the kth face and ith model.
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The use of unequal contribution weights
for the adopted recognition parameters shows
the estimated recognition score by just DC
coefficient was about 74%, while the use of
ACs coefficients only gave a recognition
score of about 26%. The coalition work of
both DC and ACs make the recognition
percentage rise up to 83% when random set of
image was input.

The analytical study for the behavior of
correct recognition decision shows the change
in contribution weights was greatly affecting
the recognition decision. Fig. (11) shows the
behavior of the recognition percentage versus
weights. The upper behavior represents the
recognition of adopted weights (70% for DC
and 30% for ACs) which shows higher
recognition score, less fluctuation, and more
stability in comparison with the lower
behavior of equally weights (50% for DC and

50% for ACs). This refers to properly
determination of the proposed weights. Fig.(12)
presents monotonous results of recognition
accuracy that may giving an impress about the
stability of the correct recognition for
employed member faces. It seen that the
recognition score increases by increasing the
codebook size, in turn the stability of
recognition score increases with increasing the
codebook, where one can note the least
fluctuations shown in Fig.(12) occur at high
codebook size.

Practically, one can notes the features that
extracted from same two identified faces
(belong to different sets) have no exact
matching with each other, or with that of the
library models, but they don't go far away from
"at least" one model available in the library. It
is found that the similarity measure that less
than 62% leads to different faces, other wise
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Fig.(11): Behavior of the adopted features
versus weights.
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Fig.(10): The DC and ACs coefficients of
the cosine transformed image.

Fig.(7): Integrated image resulted from KL transform.
a. PC1 of set (A). b. PC1 of set (B).

Fig.(8): The down sampled image
applied on the integrated image.

a. Face (A). b. Face (B).
Fig.(9): Detecting the face existing in

the down sampled image.

a. Face (A). b. Face (B).
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leads to similar faces. That is because the
similar head cues appear in same and different
faces.

Beside the accuracy, the performance of
the proposed engine is very important in such
research work. The estimated time needed to
make face recognition was about 12 s at

which the test face was compared with 30 face
models in the library. The slot time show an
increasing behavior with increasing number of
models in the library. Fig.(13) pictures how
long the time needed to make a recognition
decision with varying the code book size.

It should be mentioned the computation of
prediction refers to that the slot time was
far away from the real time when the target
image is compared with a huge data
(e.g. 1000 models), in which the recognition
decision be late for 35 minutes. This is
because of increasing the accuracy lead to
make the used computations to be lengthy.
This is done at assumption that the library
contains an image not the recognition
parameters (the existence of the images in the
library instead of recognition parameters is
intended in some applications). Whereas the
recognition decision and matching were
established during less time for same huge
data when the recognition parameters are
stored in the library rather than the images
them selves. In this case the spent time
needed to complete the recognition task was

about 29 s, at which the used processor was
650 MHz. This percent is increasable whenever
the efficiency of the processor performance
improves, or using parallel task processor, both
suggestions make the recognition approached
to be decided in the real time. In general, the
recognition performance was acceptable, which
may tell that the proposed method was efficient
to match faces, also the adopted DCT
coefficients were succeeding recognition
parameters. This encouraging result provides
the chance to improve the proposed method and
techniques to be utilized in the practical
application.
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Fig.(12):The recognition decision percentage for 30 tested face.
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